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ABSTRACT

Real-time groupware systems often let each participant

control their own view into a shared workspace. This

strategy can reduce awareness about where and how others

are interacting with the document or the workspace

artifacts. We have designed a number of awareness

widgets to help people regain this awareness. In this paper

we present several radar views that provide awareness

information on top of a global overview of the workspace.

Our displays give lightweight access to information about

others’ locations and activities, providing for richer

person-to-person interaction in groupware systems.
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INTRODUCTION

For several years, we have been building real-time

groupware systems with the GroupKit toolkit. These

systems are often based on shared workspaces like

whiteboards, written documents, or design drawings. As

our work evolved, we recognized the importance of

workspace awareness as a quality that can improve

groupware systems.

Workspace awareness is the up-to-the minute

understanding of how another person is interacting with a

workspace, and includes knowledge about where people

are working, what they are doing, the changes they are

making, and their future intentions [1]. By supporting

workspace awareness, groupware systems can better allow

the rich interaction evident in face-to-face collaboration

over physical workspaces.

However, supporting workspace awareness in groupware

can be difficult, especially when participants are allowed

to work in different parts of the workspace (relaxed-

WYSIWIS view sharing) [2]. In these situations, people
cannot directly see what others are doing, and may lose

track of where they are in the space. To support awareness

in our relaxed-WYSIWIS systems, we have built a variety
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of widgets that provide people with information about

others’ interaction with the groupware workspace.

Our goal in designing these widgets has been to provide

information that allows people to collaborate better, but

without hampering each person’s local activity. In

addition, limitations on screen space require that our

designs not consume a large area.

RADAR VIEWS FOR WORKSPACE AWARENESS

Radar views are a class of widgets that are based on

miniature overviews of an entire workspace. These

miniatures have been seen in video games and some

groupware systems (e.g. [3]). Because the overviews show

the entire workspace, they are a natural vehicle for

awareness information in relaxed-WYSIWIS situations.

We have constructed four widgets based on the miniature

overview. These inventions are the radar view, the history

radar, the portrait radar, and the head-up radar. Each

widget is described below.

Radar views

Our “radar” view (see Figure 1) adds information about

other people’s interaction to a basic overview. Since the

overview already provides a spatial representation of the

workspace, we have first added information about where

others are working. The radar display shows what each

person can see, by marking view outlines (first seen in

Figure 1. Radar view with view outlines and teleprinters
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SASSE’s text overview [3]), and also shows finer-grained

location by including miniature teleprinters that represent

each person’s mouse cursor. These additions support

awareness of another person’s general and specific

location in the workspace.

The radar view also supports awareness of activity. Since

the radar shows movement of and changes to artifacts in

the workspace, it already provides some information about

others’ actions. Adding teleprinters to the display provides

a second source of information about what people are

doing. In addition, it is easy for groupware designers to

provide task-specific feedback about types of activity,

such as selection of objects or use of different tools.

Portrait radar

The basic radar view shows each participant’s view

outline and teleprinter in a unique colour. One problem

with this approach is that it can be difficult to sort out

which view rectangle belongs to whom. To simplify

interpretation, we attach names or portraits to the view

rectangles, which allows more natural identification (see

Figure 2). In future, we plan to replace these static pictures

with video images.

Figure 2. Portrait radar with history. Moving the radar’s
slider shows where viewports have been in the past.

The portraits sit behind the artifacts in the display, so this

widget is most useful in sparse workspaces or where

artifacts are transparent.

History Radar

We have also experimented with supporting awareness of

people’s past locations as well as their current position.

Awareness of past location can be valuable, for example,

if people need to determine the parts of a workspace that

others have already visited. We record participants’ view
positions as a session progresses, and have added a slider

to the radar view that allows people to “roll back” time

and see where others have been. In Figure 2, the slider is

shown at the bottom of the radar window. Dragging it to

the left replays past locations of the view outlines.

Head-up radar

In some cases, screen space may be at such a premium

that there is no room for a separate radar view. To

minimize space, we are experimenting with a “head-up”

display that combines normal and radar views. The widget

in Figure 3 shows the full-size viewport as the front layer,

and a miniature of the entire workspace as the back la!yer,

coloured grey to reduce distraction. The rectangles in the

background show the extents of each person’s detail view.

Figure 3. Head-up radar view. The detail view (in black,) is

overlaid on the radar view (in grey).

The head-up radar view is able to provide workspace

awareness information without requiring the user to look

at a separate display. One question we plan to explore

through user testing is whether people can easily separate

the two layers of the display. Again, this widget will work

best in workspaces where artifacts are sparse.

CONCLUSION

We have begun evaluating the usability and effectiveness

of these widgets, by testing them in realistic groupware

applications. In addition, we are working on new designs

that support other aspects of workspace awareness in

relaxed-WYSIWIS groupware.
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